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THE NORTON NOTICE
is published by the Northern California Norton Owners
Club. Its purpose is to inform and entertain the club
members. The Norton Notice is a reflection of the
readership who are encouraged to submit any article,
technical tip, photograph (original or otherwise) as
long as it is in good taste so that other Norton
enthusiasts will enjoy it. The deadline for items to
be submitted for publication is the 18th of the month
preceding the issue. The Norton Notice prefers
contributions submitted electronically. Articles and
photos can be sent in almost any format generally
common to most computers. Please send submissions
or comments to LorinGuy@yahoo.com.
MEMBERSHIP
in the Northern California Norton Owners Club is
available for $20 per year and open to all Norton
motorcycle enthusiasts. Membership dues are payable
to the Club Treasurer (see right). Renewal dues are
payable at the end of the individual’s membership
year, which is designated by the last digit on the
mailing label of your Notice, or on your membership
card. All changes of address, membership or dues
questions should be directed to the Club Treasurer.
ADVERTISING RATES
are $100 per year for a 1/4 page ad.
Contact the Editor for larger ads and rates.
VISIT US ONLINE at http://www.nortonclub.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/NorCalNOC/
AFFILIATIONS
The Northern California Norton Owners Club is
affiliated with both the Norton Owners Club of
England (NOC) and the International Norton
Owners Association (INOA)

2006 CLUB BOARD OF DIRECTORS
PRESIDENT/NORTON NOTICE EDITOR
Lorin Guy
2329 Cimarron Dr. Santa Clara, CA 95051
(408) 961-3468
loringuy@yahoo.com
VICE PRESIDENT
Jerry Kaplan
2329 Catalina Dr. Davis, CA 95616
(530) 902-1670 cell
jerrykap@pacbell.net
SECRETARY/TECHNICAL ADVISOR
Alan Goldwater
1780 Chanticleer Ave. Santa Cruz, CA 95062
(813) 475-7505
magicsound@aol.com
RIDES COORDINATOR/WEBMASTER
Ian Reddy
5114 Devon Park Ct. San Jose, CA 95136
(408) 226-9574
ian_reddy@sbcglobal.net
TREASURER/MEMBERSHIP
Ray Pallett
462 Del Medio Ave. #2 Mt. View, CA 94040
(650) 947-9780
raymond.pallett@oracle.com
HONORARY MEMBERS
Brian Slark, Dick Slusher, Jodi Nicholas
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NORTON NOTICE DESIGN
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The object of the Northern California Norton Owners Club is to promote,
encourage and develop motorcycle activities. The Club’s members are
owners or enthusiasts of Norton motorcycles and often submit for
publication in the Norton Notice technical tips. These tips are reviewed
for technical content an are believed to be both correct and workable,
but no guarantee is made or implied that these tips or articles will work
for your particular application. The Club or membership assumes no
liability or responsibility for any issues or problems that may arise, or
omissions or deletions in connection with the technical information. The
Norton Notice articles or other materials contained express the authors’
view only and are not necessarily the official policy of the Northern
California Norton Owners Club. The Editor reserves the right to accept,
reject, edit or alter all editorial and advertising material submitted. The
Editor serves at the discretion of the Club’s Board of Directors. Materials
may be published both in print and/or electronically on the NCNOC web
site at nortonclub.com. ©2006 The Northern California Norton Owners
Club. Not to be reprinted without permission.
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DECEMBER CHRISTMAS PARTY

CLUB EVENTS (see website for latest details)

First and foremost a big thanks to the Grainger’s
Wendy and Jerry for the use of their home and
hospitality. Kudos to the club members for great
food, and wonderful deserts. The holiday auction
this year netted the club over $600.00. A big thank
you to the generosity of members who bid, and the
sponsors who donated, Raber’s Parts Mart, Jim’s
Norton Service, (Jim Carton) Fair Spares America
(Phil Radford) Erin Reddy, Frank & Elizabeth Recoder,
Lorin & Kathryn Guy. They all supplied us with some
great gifts for the auction.

January 2007
NCNOC Monthly Club Meeting 1/18– 7:00pm
Food, drink, bench racing followed by meeting called
to order at 8:00pm. Harry's Hofbrau in San Jose.
390 Saratoga Avenue San Jose, CA 95129
Polar Bear Ride 1/21
This is our traditional January ride where just showing
up at the start will get you double the usual points.
Meet at Alice's Restaurant (Skyline and SR-84 in
Skylonda) at 11:00 AM. Depending on the weather,
we will either ride somewhere to seek food, or stay
there and seek food.
February
NCNOC Monthly Club Meeting 2/8– 7:00pm
Food, drink, bench racing followed by meeting called
to order at 8:00pm. Harry's Hofbrau in San Jose.
390 Saratoga Avenue San Jose, CA 95129
Three-Options Ride 2/11
The ride will begin at Bakers Square in Los Gatos.
We'll leave at 9:30 so come early if you want to get
something warm to drink before the ride. We'll
head to Alice's, I've got a 3 routes and pick one
depending on the weather.

INTERNATIONAL MOTORCYCLE SHOW REPORT
—Lorin Guy
San Mateo—On Dec 15-17 the NCNOC displayed
with the BSA club, Triumph Club and the Classic
Japanese Motorcycle club. All displays were well
attended and got rave reviews from many of the
attendees, as well as some of the other vendors at
the event. Our booth was a manned by club members
Liz Sain, Jerry Grainger, George and Sachie Shoblo,
Ray Pallett, and Lorin and Kathryn Guy.
Our bike display was eclectic at best with a 1950
500T belonging to Ray Pallett, Jerry and Wendy
Grainger’s 1968 P11 and a 1972 Commando
Fastback from the stable of Frank and Elizabeth
Recorder, and greeted with enthusiasm from the
crowd as many were very intrigued by the 500T,
the off road guys loved the P11 desert sled while
the purists marveled at the Fastback.
I want to thank the IMS staff for being very
accommodating, flexible and understanding. Their
professional manner made the whole event very
smooth for us.

Highway Cleanup 2/25
Meet at Alice's Restaurant (Skyline and SR-84 in
Skylonda). Clean-up starts at 10:00am.
March
NCNOC Monthly Club Meeting 3/8– 7:00pm
Food, drink, bench racing followed by meeting called
to order at 8:00pm. Straw Hat Pizza in San Leandro.
14680 Washington Ave San Leandro, CA 94578
March East Bay Ride 3/11
Details TBD. Start is at The Florence at 11am. 37349
Niles Blvd Fremont, CA 94536
Clubmans Show 3/31-4/1 Celebration of Norton
Racing and the IOM with flat tracking on Sat and
Sun evenings, 20th All-British Show and Swap Meet
on Sat, Ride on Sun. At Santa Clara County
Fairgrounds. 344 Tully Road San Jose, CA 95111.
Details visit bsaocnc.org

Large Stock of
NEW & USED PARTS
9–6 pm
Tues-Fri

8–5 pm
Saturdays

EXPERT SERVICE
Major Credit Cards Accepted
Mail Orders Welcome

1984 Stone Ave., San Jose
(408) 998-4495 (408) 998-0642 fax
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NOTICE OVERVIEW
—A note from the Notice editor

WEBSITE NEWS
—A note from the NCNOC Marketing Director

The year has been a really interesting. It has come
and gone very quickly and as we look at next year
and all that is planned for it, 2007 seems almost
overwhelming.

You know, I’m sure, by now that our website is
growing and all your Norton Notices from 19702007 will soon be available and downloadable as
well as issues 332-on will be in full color. The website
offers us many more options than print at a very
reasonable cost.

As 2007 editor of the Norton Notice I hope to get
the newsletter back on track. By that I mean in a
timely manner and with articles you want to read.
I know from the survey we did early last year that
tech articles are high on the list. We had some of
our advertisers pitch in and the articles were
informative and good reading, I hope for more
of that type of editorials.
Many members contributed over the 2006 season
and we’d like to see more of that. If you venture
on a ride, non-Norton club but motorcycle related
please write it up, we are not so narrow minded that
we can't enjoy someone’s non-Norton adventure.
Send it!
It’s very important that ride leaders send in a write
up on your ride. Your club ride is news and needs
to be documented in the hallowed pages of the
Norton Notice.
If any member takes Norton-related pictures, or
finds copyright free images that you think the club
would be interested in seeing, please send them to
us, we can put them on the website and in the Norton
Notice to share.
I want to include more outside articles those from
other branches and authors out side the club. So
without piling on too much for 2007, the path seems
clear and doable.
NOTE: submissions are preferred via electric mail

— Lorin Guy

We are also working to upload about 300 Norton
magazine ads these are archives from the early 30s
through the Norton Girl ad campaign of the 70s as
the stillborn Norton America ads.
This will offer members a chance to see the ads for
the period their bike was new and also offer a good
restoration resource for equipment available and
some even quote pricing of the day. Over all the
ads are very interesting and informative pages.
New web calendar!
If you have not had a chance to see it or use it go
now! The new calendar Ian put up is easy to use
and gives a wonderful overview of your motorcycle
year. Any member can ad a date to the calendar.
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Genuine Norton parts means
FAIR SPARES AMERICA, INC.
NORTON TWINS SPECIALIST

• RESTORATION
• REPAIR
• TUNE-UP
• INSTRUCTION
• 25 Yrs Experience
• Factory Trained

Call for Quotes

Jim
Carton
(510) 483-2045

Phil Radford
(408) 292-6563 shop
(408) 292-8514 fax
P.O. Box 8224
San Jose, CA 95155
• Full range of stainless parts & fasteners
• Norvil Production Racer parts
• VISA Mastercard and AMEX accepted

www.fairsparesamerica.com
Send two first class stamps for current lists

— Lorin Guy
—One’s first bike is like your very first love
affair...uncomfortable, emotionally draining,
ultimately messy yet deeply and unshakably
imprinted into your memory for all time. FF

Shop and Mobile
Braze to Heliarc, we weld ANYTHING

We will work with aluminum,
stainless steel, cast iron and more!
Also we do rust repairs,
fabrication and painting.

9 to 5 weekdays
2056 Clement Ave
Alameda, CA 94501
Kim Williams
Cell phone
Fax

(510) 521-5514
(510) 541-8012
(510) 521-0965

106 East 25th Avenue
San Mateo, CA
(650) 574-9723

Authentic Fish & Chips and Bangers
• 65 Beers, 11 Drafts
• 7 Dartboards
• Quarter Football

The Peninsula meeting
place for the Norton
Owners Club
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was used up at 1000 miles and the Mobil 1 was well
on its way. With only 2% oxidation the Red Line was
essentially unchanged by the test miles.

ALAN’S WRENCH

I called Spectro and Mobil, and both confirmed that
they use Boron as an antifriction additive. Spectro
could offer no explanation for the high oxidation
measurement.
They asked for a sample, which I sent them but I
never heard back. One chemist I talked to suggested
that Golden Spectro is a blended (i.e. part synthetic)
oil which uses a styrene viscosity enhancer. According
to my Chemical Handbook styrene is a colorless
liquid that boils at 295 F so this is a good candidate
for trouble. Some of the styrene derivatives like
beta-phenylethylene boil as high as 392 F but none
are over 400 F. The high copper indicates accelerated
bushing or rod bearing wear which is certainly
not desirable.
My final test was an extended period of 3 thousand
miles using Red Line 20w/50 synthetic. While the
oil (and bike) survived, the oxidation at 37% is
higher than I would like, although its nearly equal
to that of Mobil 1 at a thousand miles. Based on
these results, I recommend a harsh-conditions service
life of 2k miles using Red Line, or 1k miles with
Mobil 1. I would not recommend the use of any
other oil under such conditions.

The above article was originally published as a series
of articles here in the Norton Notice, ©1993-2000
by Alan Goldwater. All rights reserved.

FRIENDS VS. MOTORCYCLE BUDDIES
Friends never ask for food
Motorcycle buddies are the reason you have
no food.
Friends will say "hello"
Motorcycle buddies will give you a hug.
Friends call your parents Mr. and Mrs.
Motorcycle buddies call them mom and dad.
Friends have never seen you cry.
Motorcycle buddies cry with you.
Friends will eat at your dinner table and leave.
Motorcycle buddies will spend hours there,
talking, laughing and just being together
Friends borrow your stuff for
a few days then give it back.
Motorcycle buddies keep your
stuff so long they forget it's yours.
Friends know a few things about you.
Motorcycle buddies could write a book
with direct quotes from you.
Friends will leave you behind if
that's what the crowd is doing.
Motorcycle buddies will kick
the whole crowds' ass that left you.
Friends will knock on your door.
Motorcycle buddies walk right in
and say, "I'm home!"
Friends give suggestions where
to get your car or bike fixed
Motorcycle buddies roll up their sleeves,
get greasy and lay on the pavement to help
Friends when you call about your bike breaking
down tell you how you should fix it or to buy
a new one.
Motorcycle buddies throw the ramp in the truck
and rescue your ass anytime day or night.
Friends are for a while.
Motorcycle buddies are for life.

—Alan Goldwater

Avon Tires
Recent comments on the INOALIST suggested that
my favorite tire, the Avon AM18 Supervenom was
about to be discontinued. I've preferred this tire to
the few other choices available, for it's stability,
predictable cornering and excellent all-weather
traction. On the downside, it wears fast, typically
only 3k miles on the rear, and the handling can
degrade suddenly when the wear marker bars
between the treads start to touch the pavement.
I wrote to Avon to get the official story, and received
the following reply:
“We are looking to drop the AM18 tyre range soon
but have replaced it with a new range. It is called
Roadrider AM26. 100/90-19 is in this range as a
universal tyre and should suit your purposes.
Roadrider is actually replacing AM20/AM18
Supervenom, AM20/21 Roadrunner and HKM tyre
ranges. You can see these tyres at our website
http://www.avonmotorcycle.com/Best† regards,
Peter J McNally M/C Technical Product† Manager
The AM26 does look like a good replacement,
has the same load and speed rating as the AM18,
and is even a bit cheaper ($60.99 at
http://www.competitionaccessories.com). I’ve
ordered a set for testing, and will let you know my
impressions.
INOA tech
I’m starting a full revision of the INOA’s Tech Digest,
in cooperation with the NOC. There’s a wealth of
new information, parts and technology available
for our Nortons, more than enough to make up for
the obsolete items being deleted. We hope to make
it a team effort, and there's so much new material
just from the ANNALIST archives that I need some
help sorting through it. Please let me know if you’d
like to get involved in this interesting project.

NOC International Rally
Finally, the 2007 International Norton Rally of the
NOC is planned to coincide with the Manx Grand
Prix, last week of August on the Isle of Man.
The official organizer of the event is the VMCC
(Vintage Motor Cycle Club.) Event details can be
seen on their web site:
http://www.vmccmanxrally.co.uk/main.htm
and at the NOC web site:
http://nortonownersclub.org/events/intrally.html
If you're planning to attend, it's important to make
ferry reservations to the island well in advance, as
they usually book full by March. I'll be going, and
I hope some of you will join me, to celebrate the
centenary of Norton’s famous first racing victory.

—Norton News #148 November 29, 2007
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LAS VEGAS MOTORCYCLE AUCTION
—Lorin Guy

Things To Avoid:
• Drafting behind trucks
• Riding hard with tailwind
• Being stuck in traffic

The 16th Annual Las Vegas Motorcycle will be held
January 11, 12, 13, 2007 at the newly named
South Point Hotel & Casino Exhibit Hall. If you
haven't made your room reservations you will want
to TODAY!
Vegas is without question the best motorcycle show
you can attend bar none. With 30 years of motorcycle
shows under my belt and now in my fifth year of
attending this show, it is the one I look forward to
the most. The quality of available machines and the
variety makes this show most unique.
Imagine a convention hall filled to the brim with
motorcycles, a room full of collectors and restorers
and some people who just love bikes. It's the who's
who of motorcycling and they are all in one room.
The legendry collectors and museums are all
represented. It is amazingly entertaining to wander
the room and listen to conversations as you stop to
take a picture or look at the bikes’ fact sheets. These
are some of the world's experts and they know
what they are looking at. The great part is they are
all just like you, real motorcycle enthusiasts. That
is why they are here and it's the same reason you
are. Striking up a conversation about your bike to
the person you're standing next to is as easy as
saying" hello".
No show in the world attracts the bikes that Vegas
does, I've bought and sold many bikes over the
years but buying at Vegas is an experience in itself.
Take a credit card or a suitcase full of cash because
you will find something you want. Although you
might think twice or even three times about bidding,
if you are prone to, you will buy it. Something
exciting about bidding, the intense sense of the
auctioneer and the anticipation of seeing someone
else bid on what you want, the strategies that come
into play as the block moves. It's all encompassing
and very stirring. I feel totally drained after the
first day, excitement over load. But look forward
to the next morning.
It's VEGAS BABY..
what else can I say.

Classic & Antique
~Motorcyle~
Restoration & Repair

851 B So. McGlincey Ln
Campbell, Ca 95008

(408) 626-0061
kenarmann@hotmail.com

2. How Hot Is Too Hot?
In the previous chapter I discussed the limiting factor
of oil flash point. I found that popular multigrade
oils varied widely in their maximum temperature,
including the socalled synthetic oils. I have now
found one reason for this and I am indebted to Lou
Caputo for passing on the following data, published
by Red Line Oils of Martinez.
There are four basic kinds of feed stock used in
lubricating oils today. Petroleumbased oils are most
common and typically boil (flash) at around 400420 degrees F. Oils made from chemicals called polyolefins are basically synthetic petroleum and boil at
slightly higher point due to their purity, say 440450. Mobil1 and Castrol Syntec synthetics are this
type. Another basic variety, diester oils, are made
from organic fatty acids and alcohol, and boil at
around 470 F. Amsoil and perhaps Havoline Formula
3 are representative of this type.
Both the diesters and poly-olefins cost several times
as much as the petroleumbased oils, but are supposed
to last around 4 times as long while offering superior
lubrication. Diester-based oils are thought to have
some degrading effect on rubber parts such as seals
and oil filter components, but I have heard no firsthand reports of problems.
A final type of oil base is pentl polyol ester. This is
a more complex version of the diester base and
boils at over 520 F! To my knowledge only Red Line
uses this expensive feed stock. In particular, their
racing oil is pure polyol ester, which they claim has
the extraordinary film strength of 500,000 psi,
great for those soft Norton camshafts.
3. Keep It Cool
Earlier I reported that the highest engine and oil
temperatures occur at relatively slow air speeds (ie.
around town or with a tailwind). My next test cycle
with an oil cooler installed on the bike showed it to
consistently reduce oil temperature in the tank by
around 12-15 degrees. Next, I inserted a
thermocouple through a small hole in the exhaust

valve cover to measure the temperature of the oil
flowing down the pushrod tunnel inside the head.
I found that at speed the oil temperature inside the
head is about 35 degrees cooler than the head itself,
measured at the side head bolts. This is important
because it shows that there is enough oil flow to
actually cool the head, provided that the oil enters
the head at a low enough temperature. On repeating
my original tests, I found that the oil cooler also
reduced the cylinder head temperature by about
10-12 degrees. At 65 mph, oil temp in the pushrod
tunnel was 241 F, dropping to 228 with the cooler
installed. Cylinder head temp dropped from 275
to 263.
To summarizemy conclusions, an oil cooler can
reduce the risk of premature oil failure, but not
enough to guarantee lubrication under the harshest
of real-world riding conditions. Choice of lubricant
also has potential to extend the safe service life
under such conditions, and will be investigated next.
4. And The Winner Is...
In an extended testing program, I evaluated the
service life of three synthetic oils, which have
respective flash points of about 410, 440, and 520
F. Over three successive riding seasons, I rode at
least 1000 miles using each of these oils, including
a 400 mile August ride in high temperature,
moderate speed conditions. After 1000 miles, I sent
a sample of each oil to Herguth Laboratories in
Vallejo, CA for Oil Scan Analysis.
Here are the results of my testing:
Test Sample
Oil type and miles
Golden Spectro 20w/50 1k mi
Mobil 1
15w/50 1k mi
Red Line
20w/50 1k mi
Red Line
20w/50 3k mi

ppm.
Iron
25
17
20
33

ppm.
Alum.
19
14
11
17

ppm.
Copper
175
12
42
56

ppm.
Boron
134
154
20
23

%
Oxidation
100
33
2
37

The metals content in parts per million (ppm) shows
wear for different parts of the motor. Iron and
aluminum are from the cylinder and piston
respectively, both within normal limits. Copper is
from the rod bearings or cam bushes, and boron
may be an additive or a rod bearing constituent.
The most interesting number is that for oxidation,
as it directly measures the percentage of the oil
molecules that have been broken apart by
overheating. As you can see, the Golden Spectro
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TEMPERATURE AND LUBRICATION
OF THE NORTON MOTORCYCLE ENGINE
—Alan Goldwater
1. How Hot Is It?
One of the most often-discussed issues in motorcycle
'bench-racing' sessions is that of lubricants. There
seems to be a consensus that modern multi-grade
engine oils are preferable to the single-weight
originally specified by the factory, for offering better
lubrication and longevity. For many years I used a
leading brand of 20w/50 and found that most other
Norton riders concurred in my choice.
Several years ago, on a long ride, I encountered a
performance limit of the Commando which led me
to question this choice. On a ride to Sacramento, CA
my engine showed signs of partial seizure. I noticed
the loss of power and stopped immediately, so no
damage was done, but when I checked the engine
oil, I found it had turned into a watery brown liquid
with a smell of burned hamburger grease! I wasn'
t totally surprised, since it was close to 100 degrees
F. that day and we had been riding hard. What did
surprise me was how fast it happened, since the oil
was fresh when we started, less than 200 miles back.
Prompted by this event, I started some research into
the thermal behavior of oils. Modern oils are carefully
formulated from a variety of oil "feedstocks" and
several other chemicals are added to enhance various
properties. Some common additives are plastic
polymers ( viscosity improver), zinc (resists scuffing),
and detergents (sludge prevention).
The maximum thermal specification of an oil is the
flash point. This is the temperature at which the
lightest ingredient will vaporize enough to burn,
and is a good indicator of the peak temperature
limit of the oil. Most major-brand 20w/50 oils have
a flash point of 425-440 degrees F. Some breakdown
and oxidation occurs at lower temperatures and a
few manufacturers also quote a maximum continuous
service temp. (275-325 F.) I recently found three
oils that have somewhat higher flash points, AMSOIL
(482), Havoline Formula3 (465) and Pennzoil GT
Perf. (460). I also found Kendall GT-1 (now
discontinued) rated at only 390.

Next I researched the thermal behavior of the
motorcycle. I used several thermocouples to measure
temperature at various spots around the engine and
oil tank. For a test track I chose a road that has a
flat straight section ten miles long, with easy turnaround at both ends. It also offers steady, high
ambient temperature and little wind. Test runs of
10 miles were found to be enough for engine
temperatures to stabilize at various steady speeds.
Oil temp required 20 miles to stabilize.
Here are some typical temperatures (all in
Fahrenheit) at a steady highway speed of 65 mph
in 90-degree still air:
• cylinder head - 275
• cylinder base 230
• cam cover 210
• engine oil intake 190
At a steady 75 mph these temperatures were all
about 10 degrees higher.
During the testing I noticed an interesting effect. At
the end of each test as I exited the divided highway
and slowed to a stop, the cylinder head temp shot
up to around 325 and as I idled the motor it
continued to rise. It would stay over 300 up to
around 40 mph, and would gradually drop as speed
increased. The oil temperature also rose, but much
more slowly. An extended period of idling (10
minutes) produced a maximum of 375 degrees at
the right rear head bolt, and nearly 400 degrees
at the spark plug! This points out the extreme
sensitivity of head temp to air flow over the fins.
To summarize my initial conclusions:
• The Norton Commando is capable under extreme
riding conditions of experiencing engine temperatures
that can cause rapid breakdown of commonly
used oils.
• The only place on the engine where such extreme
temperatures can occur is the cylinder head.
• The condition most likely to create oil-destroying
temperature is reduced airflow over the cylinder
head, especially following or combined with highspeed or uphill riding.
• All oils are not equal and some differ greatly from
the norm in their maximum temperature rating.
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COMMANDO COUNTRY

—Guy Allen

Norton Commandos have become hot
property on the classic market, with prices
rising around 50 per cent in the last five
years. Let's see why...
It's remarkable that a bike with a nine-year
production run chiseled such a deep impression in
the international motorcycle psyche. Meet the Norton
Commando.
First shown at the UK Earls Court Show (then enjoying
the sunset of its glory as the motorcycle expo to
watch) in 1967, the Commando was built in
something resembling volume from February 1968
to - several changes of ownership and factory later
- October 1977.
For those not in the know, we're talking of a 750850cc air-cooled pushrod four-stroke twin, claiming
65 horses in Combat form (58-60 in the cooking
versions) and weighing in the region of 190 kilos.
Nothing special by current standards, perhaps, but
definitely not out of the performance goalposts.
But why?
So why did it etch itself into the local riding psyche?
There's plenty of theories out there, one of which
is it was the world's first street-legal super bike
worthy of the name. Which is tripe. Owners of
HRD/Vincents, which predate the Commando by a
fair margin, have reason to take issue with that, for
a start.
I have another, if less sexy and more complex,
theory. First, Norton had (like Triumph) successfully
spent decades etching its name in the UK-centric
racing landscape and established itself as a romantic
name. Second, the company had the good fortune
to produce its best model ever at about the time
when the western-world's motorcycle market was
expanding at a phenomenal rate. Early babyboomers were getting into it, and the late babyboomers are now joining them in the retro rush timing is everything. Third, they're cheaper than
the really desirable stuff (again, Vincent), easier to
ride, and much more comfortable than other twins
of the same era.

Don't underestimate the comfort factor - it's one
that assisted Harley's successful leap from Shovels
to Evos. Now you could say anyone who sees comfort,
as a factor in buying a classic motorcycle is a sook
- or someone not dumb enough to spend a fortune
on something that hurts them. Your call.
Who did that?
Okay, let's go back a step and see where the monster
came from. Norton's history can be traced back to
the late 19th century, while its motorcycle credentials
begin in 1901. It started producing motorcycles with
Swiss Moto Reve engines, built under license
according to one history, and used Peugeot power
plants for its early twins.
The same source says the marque's product won
the twin-cylinder class in the first Isle of Man Tourist
Trophy in 1907, with a Mr. Fowler steering a Pugpowered Vee. Norton produced its first in-house
engine, a 490cc side-valve single, the year after.
It's the pre-WWII racing record on the 348-633cc
singles, which really made the marque's name. A
who's who of racing of the time (Woods, Frith, Hunt,
Walker) rode them and established the brand as
one to beat across Europe. Post-war, things were
tougher, but the record's still stunning - with singles
such as the 498cc Manx being the mainstay. Racing
names such as Duke, Minter, Hailwood and Surtees
added to the trophy cabinet. Though it irks me to
say it, the win on Sunday sell on Monday philosophy
has a proud history.
Herbert "Bert" Hopwood (who joined Norton in
1946), a name you'll come across several times if
you read the history of assorted English marques,
seems to be the father of the Commando twin. His
influence came to bear with the design of a 497cc
overhead valve twin, which hit the road in 1948 in
Dominator guise. It was redeveloped many times,
with surprisingly few cosmetic changes, and
eventually grew to 828cc (badged as an 850 for
the last Commandos).
The who?
It's the late 1960s, WWII finished barely two decades
ago (which means the middle aged-men running
the company probably had some involvement) and
you're looking for a tough and sexy name for your
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new, big, street bike. What was the toughest,
meanest, outfit of the war (assuming you only want
to talk about the winning side...)? Commandos. Gee,
now there's a cheeky name for a motorcycle.

sweet engine and gearbox. Suspension shows
promise, though the front end is set too hard and
jackhammers under brakes over bumps. Front disc
feel is dull and needs work, while the rear brake
needs some slack taken up so it chimes in sooner.
I think.

work okay, though there are Keihin set-ups available
which claim more horses and more reliable starting.
Some folk advise retrofitting a single Amal Mk II
concentric on the basis it's easier to tune, or a
Mikuni.

A really little bike (physically smaller than some
250s on the market) with around 60 horses makes
for an interesting package. It seems quite a few folk
have cottoned on to this, as Commando prices have
risen considerably in the last couple of years.

5. Clutch: Various advice on this, but careful set-up
with a bronze plate set seems to be the go.

The kids who buy it missed The Big One, but their
dads might approve - who couldn't like something
named after war heroes? Oh okay, their mums. Even
better! Well, that's one guess on the thinking of the
time.
So in late 1967 Norton rolled its prototype Commando
onto the Earls Court stand. It was silver, with an
orange seat, and some weird green globular thing
on the fuel tank that (according to reports of the
time) was meant to represent the new corporate
identity. They ditched the last bit, and the orange
seat.
The 1968 production model (green bodywork, black
frame and seat) ran a version of the existing 750
Atlas engine, but ditched Norton's previous premium
frame - the McCandless Featherbead - in favor of
a new item that included isolastic engine mounts.
And this was the crux of the new model.
Both Triumph's and Norton's vertical twins (and
later Yamahas, and others) became vibration factories
in their own right as they grew from 500cc to 650,
then 750. The stroke of brilliance in Norton's case
was to isolate the engine vibrations by mounting
the power plant in flexible mounts (something which
owners of some recent H-D models will be familiar
with), hanging from what was then a massive twoand-a-quarter-inch top tube. Bernard Hooper and
Bob Trigg were credited with the design. (We're told
Trigg later moved to H-D.)
In original form, you got a drum brake at both ends,
a rear cowl (then called the Fastback, or ducktail in
modern parlance), plus the new frame and a variation
on the familiar Atlas power plant.
What, when?
There are numerous variations on the Commando
theme. For example, between the first bike and the
1972 Fastback Mk IV, there was an S, a Roadster,
a MkIII SS, Interstate, an SS street scrambler to
appease an American market that still wasn't
appeased...it goes on. And there were a couple of

Hi-Rider variations. There are zillions of them. Not
to mention the often factory-approved specials.
Fastbacks continued to 1973, 750 Combats had
been around a while by then and are described by
one history as "an unfortunate episode", while 850s
had been in production for some time and took over
the flag until the demise of the Hopwood twins.
Rob Smith, who has owned four, mentioned over
coffee that most of the disc brake models ran the
stopper on the right but, for no apparent reason,
there was a batch that ran them on the left. Call it
a practical joke from the shop floor.
Sorting out what's what is a mess and I haven't the
patience (or space, or life-span) to do it here. Adding
to the problem is that histories of the marque conflict
when it comes to various details, such as year and
even specification. A good starting point is the UK
owner site at www.noc.co.uk, which has some wellsorted historical resources.
Worth a ride, Guv?
Thanks mostly to Phil Pilgrim of Union Jack
Motorcycles in Melb; I've had an interesting sampling
of Brit classics over the years. Some of them ordinary,
and some with a value (riding or retail) that would
sit comfortably in a telephone index.
Without doubt the Commando's distinguishing
feature, that isolastic frame, is what makes it work.
A decent four-stroke 750 twin is almost guaranteed
to provide reasonable grunt, but having the vibration
isolated (in a pre-balance shaft engine) makes it
an unusually pleasurable experience.
The rest comes down to simple maths. It's small,
slim, has enough power to make life interesting,
how hard can it be?
Those in the know prefer the drum brake models.
Though we know the owner of a 1972 bike who got
around this by ditching the original Lockheed disc
and caliper in favor of a Fire blade set-up modded
to suit. Clever and it looks good.
Whether it's a good ride often comes down to the
individual motorcycle and its set-up - and the rider's
preferences. For example Morley's has a particularly

Parts are readily available, not all that expensive,
and there's a lot of service knowledge out there.
Owners say you can make it a reliable classic - which
is code for don't even consider it as a day-to-day
mount. But a well set-up one might be a trustworthy
Sunday bike.
Well set-up is the catch, though. It seems to be the
fate of Commando owners is to spend the first few
months of ownership cursing and tinkering. To quote
one: "The first few weeks, every time I rode it, it
broke down."
As classic folk attached to any marque will tell you,
this is a state-of-mind thing. If you want those cussed
pre-wrapped features like reliability, look elsewhere.
If a bit of a riding and mechanical challenge is you,
you've come to the right place. And the Commando
seems like one of the better options available.
10 Commando fixes
There are numerous bits of advice out there when
it comes to making a Commando reliable and rideable. Here is a potted version of the available
wisdom.
1. Bottom end: Combat engines in particular were
notorious for eating main bearings, though all models
do it eventually. Without going into details, Super
blend bearings have long been seen as the fix,
though expert fitting is critical.
2. Isolastic mounts: They do flog out eventually and
the later MkIII vernier versions (versus shim) are
an essential fit.
3. Carburetion: Open for debate. Good twin Amals

4. Ignition: Bin the points and go for a Boyer
electronic set-up.(your best move)

6. Fuel tank: If by some miracle you have a surviving
fiberglass tank, store it and replace - it's a fire
hazard.
7. Front brake: Drums are okay and the stock
Lockheed on disc models is poison - think about
replacing it. Looking original is no good if you're
doing it up a tree. (Look to master cylinder
replacements and or re-sleveing
8. Riding position: Almost universally described as
Gothic. Flat bars and rear sets are said to be the
go. One owner describes this as changing the ride
position from that of a classic bike to a modern
sports-tourer. If you do that, he says, you will ride
it like a modern bike and will be pleasantly surprised
when it responds. (So long as you can get your head
around the right-side gear change - though right
side is available on later versions, and some earlier
bikes have been converted.)
9. Head steady: Owners say a Norvil head steady
and tightening down the isolastic mounts (this must
be done with care - not for amateurs) will improve
frame rigidity though you cop more engine vibration.
Our take is leaving it alone unless you're getting
unreasonably competitive.
10. Front tyre: Some models may be carrying a
4.10 width, though a 3.60 (max) works better.

Used with permission, Guy Allan

